Electromagnetic acceleration of electron transfer reactions.
The Moving Charge Interaction (MCI) model proposes that low frequency electromagnetic (EM) fields affect biochemical reactions through interaction with moving electrons. Thus, EM field activation of genes, and the synthesis of stress proteins, are initiated through EM field interaction with moving electrons in DNA. This idea is supported by studies showing that EM fields increase electron transfer rates in cytochrome oxidase. Also, in studies of the Na,K-ATPase reaction, estimates of the speed of the charges accelerated by EM fields suggest that they too are electrons. To demonstrate EM field effects on electron transfer in a simpler system, we have studied the classic oscillating Belousov--Zhabotinski (BZ) reaction. Under conditions where the BZ reaction oscillates at about 0.03 cycles/sec, a 60 Hz, 28 microT (280 mG) field accelerates the overall reaction. As observed in earlier studies, an increase in temperature accelerates the reaction and decreases the effect of EM fields on electron transfer. In all three reactions studied, EM fields accelerate electron transfer, and appear to compete with the intrinsic chemical forces driving the reactions. The MCI model provides a reasonable explanation of these observations.